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1. INTRODUCTION 
The major trend in the information technology during the 1990s is the growth of networking. 
A computer network essentially means a collection of different computer systems at various 
geographic locations with increased cooperation between them. Such a network system is char- 
acterized with the following features. 
(i) Incremental extensibility of the installation under a uniform software system. 
(ii) Simplification of system software and application software. 
(iii) Through the implementation of parallel processing, reduction of 'semantic gap' between 
available hardware support and the features of high-level programming languages. 
(iv) Automatic detection of a faulty computer system and its virtual disconnection from the 
rest of the computer network. 
The fourth feature is one of the aims towards the reliable computer network system design. A 
general model of a reliable computer network would take into account he probabilistic nature 
of the occurrence of faults in different computer systems at various geographic locations. This 
is because the complex computer systems at various geographic locations are from different 
technologies and so failure probabilities of different computer systems are likely to differ. Further, 
a measure of reliability of a computer network is the probability Pc of correctly identifying the 
faulty computer systems [1]. 
It was von Neumann's conviction voiced over many years that faults should be treated by 
thermodynamical theory as information has been by the theory of Shanon. In this context, an 
attempt was made to take help from information theory for the analysis and design of diagnosable 
systems [2]. In line with these ideas, we want to fix the reliability measure of a computer network. 
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The information theoretic preliminaries for this purpose are presented in Section 2, while the 
corresponding information theoretic model is proposed in Section 3. Analysis of this model in 
Section 4 establishes one fundamental fact that the probability of failure Pi of any computer 
system u~ in a reliable network design satisfies Pi < 1/2; otherwise, the network will not be 
diagnosable, and hence, will not be reliable. 
2. INFORMATION THEORET IC  PREL IMINARIES  
An information channel is a statistical model of the medium through which a signal passes. 
h channel with input symbol set A = {ai}(i = 1,2,... ,q) and output symbol set B = {bj) 
(j = 1, 2, . . . ,  s) (where p(ai) and p(bj) are the probability of occurrence of the symbols) can be 
characterized by the following parameters [3]: 
p(bjlaj) = conditional probability that output symbol will be bj if input symbol is 
ai = channel probability; 
p(ai, bj) = probability of a pair of symbols ai and bj = p(ai), p(bj I ai); 
hence, ~ p(ai, bj) = p(ai). (1) 
J 
Using log base 2, 
q 1 
H(A) = entropy of source symbols = Z p(ai) log , 
j=l p(ai) 
8 
H(B) = entropy of received symbols = ~ p (bj) log 1 
i=1 p (bj)' 
q s 1 
H(A, B) = joint entropy = ~ Zp  (aibj) log - - .  
i=1 j=l p(ai, bj) 
Utilizing 1, 
q 1 .  q s 1 
H(A, B) = ~p(a i ) log  p(ai) + Z )--~p(ai, bj)log (bj I ai---~ (2) 
i=l ~=i j=l 
or H(A, B) = H(A) + H(B I A). 
The conditional entropy H(B I A) is called the noise entropy of the channel. It represents he 
information loss in the channel going from input to output. It is how much must be added to the 
source entropy to get the joint entropy. 
3. AN INFORMATION THEORET IC  MODEL 
For the information theoretic model, we understand that a priori probability of failure p~ 
of a computer ui in the network is equal to the probability that the output signal from the 
computer (ui) will be incorrect while input signal to the same computer is correct. Based on 
the a priori probability of failure of different computers and the edge weights (0 or 1) assigned 
for some set of test outcomes, each of the test stimuli and test result signals is assigned with a 
probability of occurrence. For example, Figure 1 shows that the computer uj has the capacity 
of testing the computer ui. During this diagnostic experiment, it is assumed that only a fault 
free computer has the ability to correctly identify whether the tested computer is fault free or 
faulty. Thus, p(O/O) (see Figure 2a) means that given the correct est stimuli (0), the probability 
of getting 0 (i.e., the tested computer is fault free) is this probability of p(O/O) = 1 -P i  where pi 
is the probability of failure of the tested computer. Thus, p(1/0) = Pi- 
On the other hand, if the testing computer is faulty, we may or may not get the correct est 
stimuli out of the testing computer. See Figure 2b. Under this scenario, the joint probability of 
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Figure 1. (a) A pair of computers with a text link. (b) Corresponding information 
theoretic model for computer uj (as sender Sj and receiver Rj) and computer UI 
(as sender S~ and receiver Ri). 
p(O/o) ~ 1 - Pl 
~ " p(O,O) = 1 - Pl 
p(1/O) = Pl p(O,1) ~ Pl 
Q 
p(O/O) - 1 - p I ~ 0 )  
p(O/O) = (1 - Pl }(l"pl ) 
p(1/O) ----Pl 
p(0.1) =(I "P l  )P l  
p(xl 1)= 1 ~ l  
(~ ~--~ p(1. x)  - p(1) .p(Xi  1) 
Figure 2. The chanel. (a) Case (i). Input symbol set = {0}, output symbol set{0, 1}. 
(b) Case (ii). Input symbol set {0, 1}, output symbol set {0, 1, X}. 
getting correct est stimuli as well as the tested computer being fault free is p(0, 0) = (1-p j ) (1-p~) 
where pj is the probability of failure of the testing computer. Similarly, the joint probability of 
getting correct test stimuli as well as the tested computer being faulty is p(0, 1) = (1 - pj)p~. 
Next, the joint probability of incorrect est stimuli as well as unreliable test outcome about the 
tested computer is p(1, X)  = pj. 
On the basis of these probability measures, we evaluate the average information (i.e., entropy) 
during diagnostic experiment and characterize a reliable network system. Each computer ui is 
modeled as a channel c~ connected to a sender Si and a receiver Ri. A receiver-sender station 
Rj - S~ represents the edge ej~ E E where the computer uj sends the test signal to the computer ui 
(Figure 1). Now, depending on whether uj is one of the faulty computers or not, we have the 
following two cases. 
CASE (i). For uj E fi" (uj belonging to the fault free set of computers). Now the test stimuli 
is correctly applied from uj to test u/whi le the input symbol at Si is assumed to be 0 with its 
probability p(0) = 1. As the test stimuli passes through Ci, at R~, we receive symbol 0 if u~ E/~ 
and 1 if ui E F. The channel probabilities for this case are given by P(1/0) = probability of 
failure of the computer us modelled as a channel C~ = p(u~) = Pi, 
P(O/O) = 1 - p , .  
As per the notations introduced in Section 2 and shown in Figure 2a, P(0, 0) = (1 -p~), p(0, 1) =p~, 
A -- {0}, B = {0, 1} A is the event that the testing computer uj is fault free, similarly B is the 
event that the tested computer may be fault free or faulty. 
Now, H(A)  = O, H(A,  B) = Pi log 1/pi + (1 - p~) log 1/1 - p~. Using equation (2), H(B/A)  = 
H(A, B) = H(B) .  
The noise entropy of the channel H(B I A) due to uncertainty in the channel Ci representing 
the computer u~ while uj E F is denoted by H(ui) which can be seen as 
1 
H(B I A) = H(ui) = H(B)  = p~ log + (1 - p~) log 1 - p~ (3) 
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The slope of this entropy function denoted by w(u~) is given by 
w(ui) = dH(ui) _ log 1 -P___A (4) 
dpi Pi 
This can be viewed as the weight of the computer ui. w(ui) can be viewed as the weight of 
goodness (reliability) of the tested computer, as it is maximum at Pi = 0 and minimum at Pi = 1 
and it changes the sign (from +ve to -ve)  at Pi -- 1/2, where the uncertainty is maximum. See 
Figure 3. 
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Figure 3. Entropy function for any computer Ui. 
CASE (ii). For uj E F (uj belonging to the faculty set of computers). Now the input symbol set 
A = {0, 1} with p(0) = 1 - pj and p(1) = pj where input symbol 1 indicates that the test stimuli 
applied from uj is incorrect. As shown in Figure 2b, the output symbol set at Ri is given by 
B = {0, 1, X} where 'X'  denotes the invalid symbol that results if the test stimuli is incorrect. 
Now, 
P(O/O) = (1 - pi),p(1/O) = pi, 
P(0, 0) = (1 - pj) (1 - Pi), 
P(0, 1) = (1 - pj) Pi, and 
1 =H(uj), H(A) = pj log + (1 - pj) log 1 - p3 
1 
H(A, B) = (1 - pj) (1 - pi) log (1 - pj) (1 - p,) 
= H(uj) + (1 -p j )H(u i ) .  
p(X/1) = 1, 
p(1, X)  = pj. 
1 1 
+ (1 --pj)pi log (1 -P j )P i  +pj log~ 
So, the noise entropy of the channel ci (i.e., computer ui) can be deduced as 
H(B I A ) = (1 - pl) H(ui). (5) 
Now assuming that the faults are statistically independent ofeach other, the slope of this entropy 
function is given by 
(dH(B I A)) 
= (1 - pj)w(ui). (6) 
dpi 
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So now, (1 - pj)w(us) is the weight of the computer us. 
For the basic information theoretic model, we assume that any predecessor computer uj E 
F - lu i  can test the computer ui independently and self-testing of the computer is ignored. Under 
this situation, slope of the noise entropy of channel Cs representing us will be (1 - pj)w(ui) only 
if F - lus  c_ F (where F is the faulty set of computers). On the other hand, if there is a computer 
uk E F - lu i  N F, then the value will be w(ui). So for any set F C V, the sum of the slope of the 
entropy function for each uj E F is given by 
w(F) = E w(us) + E (1 - pj)w(ui). (7a) 
uiEF, F-lui~F uIEF, F-luICF 
ujEF-lul 
Thus, 
w(F) <_ E w(uO. 
uIEF, 
F-lu~=F 
DEFINITION 1. Any subset of computer F C V is termed as consistent fault set [4] or legitimate 
fault set / f  the test outcome for the test link eji is 1 for a11 ui E F, u~ E fi', and test outcome for 
the test link eji is 0 for a11 us, uj E ~'. 
For the purpose of fault diagnosis, it is important o consider the circumstances in which the 
most likely consistent or legitimate faultset is unique. 
DEFINITION 2. A network system (V, E) is probabilistically t-fault reliable ff for some test out- 
come there exists at most one consistent (or legitimate) faultset F c U such that p(F) >_ t where 
P(F)  denotes a priori probability of occurrence of the set F. 
The priori probability of occurrence of the faulty set of computers F is given by 
P (F )= H(1-P0  H Ps. 
uiEF uiEF 
On using (7), we note that this equation is true only if for any ui E F,F- lus  C_ F because 
otherwise for any ui E F, with F- lus C_ F, the test results for ui are unreliable and as a result, 
evaluation of P(F)  based on Pi will be unreliable and invalid. However, in the event of F - lu i  C_ F 
in a system which is p - t reliable, ui will be definitely fault free with zero probability of failure. 
Now from P(F)  > t with F- lus C F for each ui E F, we have 
E log 1- E log 1 < log}-  E log t 
Pi 1 - Pi - 1 Pi uiEF uiEF ui6fi" 
r-lui~=F r-lui~:F 
1 Z.~ log 1 Z_~K-~ log 1 < 1 K-" 1 K-" log log - - .  
/--~ 1 -p i  p--~- 1 -  p------~'- ~-  /-~ uieF uiEF u, eF u, ev 1 - -  Pi 
r- lu,~F r-'ui~:F r - lu i~F  
Denoting the right-hand side by k(t), ~ uieF log 1 --Ps/Pi <-- k(t). So, in a p - t reliable 
F-lui~=F 
system, there can be at most one consistent fault set F with the value of w(f)  in the following 
range: 
0 < w(F) < E log 1 -p_______~i < k(t). (8) 
uiEF Pi 
F-lui~F 
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4. THE MAIN RESULT  
In this section, we proceed to derive the conditions for probabilistically - t (p  - t) reliable 
computer network system. 
PROPOSITION. I f  a computer network system S represented by a digraph G = (V, E) is p - t 
reliable, then (i) for each ui E V, (1 -p j )w(us)  + w(F- lus)  > k(t) and (ii) for each us E V, 
Ps < 1/2. 
PROOF. For any us E V, if the system is p - t reliable, then we must have w(usUF-lus) > k(t) 
or else both F - lus  and uiUF- lu i  can become consistent or legitimate faultsets. 
So, 
On using (7), 
w (usUF- lus )  = (1 - p3)w (ui) + w (F- lus) .  
(1 - w(u ) + w ( r - lu0  > k(t)), (9) 
where the first part (1 -p j )w(u i )  is minimum for maximum value of pj and the inequality must 
hold for that maximum value of pj. 
To prove the necessity of (ii), we refer to Figure 3 where the entropy function H(ui) is drawn 
against Pi. The slope w(ui) > 0 for Pi < 1/2. However, for Pi > 1/2, w(ui) <_ 0 whereby 
relation (9) will be violated in the sense that both F - lu i  and usUF- lu i  can be legitimate faultsets, 
and hence, the system cannot be diagnosed, and thus, the system becomes unreliable. 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In this paper, we are using the expression for the entropy (i.e., average information) which 
utilises Shanon's formula [5] and this is negative of thermodynamic entropy [6]. In a thermody- 
namic process, the situation in which entropy increases (i.e., the slope of the entropy is positive) 
is called irreversible. The positive slope of thermodynamic entropy is analogous to the negative or 
zero slope of the entropy function for any computer ui E V with pi >_ 1/2. Thus, the irreversible 
process of a thermodynamic system is equivalent to a unreliable network system in the present 
case .  
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